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Electrostatic Properties of Protein-Protein Complexes
Petras J. Kundrotas and Emil Alexov
Computational Biophysics and Bioinformatics, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29634
ABSTRACT Statistical electrostatic analysis of 37 protein-protein complexes extracted from the previously developed database
of protein complexes (ProtCom, http://www.ces.clemson.edu/compbio/protcom) is presented. It is shown that small interfaces
have a higher content of charged and polar groups compared to large interfaces. In a vast majority of the cases the average pKa
shifts for acidic residues induced by the complex formation are negative, indicating that complex formation stabilizes their ionizable
states, whereas the histidines are predicted to destabilize the complex. The individual pKa shifts show the same tendency since
80%of the interfacial acidic groupswere found to lower their pKas, whereas only 25%of histidines raise their pKa upon the complex
formation. The interfacial groups have been divided into three sets according to the mechanism of their pKa shift, and statistical
analysis of each setwas performed. It was shown that the optimumpHvalues (pHofmaximal stability) of the complex tend to be the
same as the optimum pH values of the complex components. This finding can be used in the homology-based prediction of the 3D
structures of protein complexes, especially when one needs to evaluate and rank putativemodels. It ismore likely for amodel to be
correct if both components of themodel complex and the entire complex have the sameor at least similar values of the optimumpH.
INTRODUCTION
To understand the mechanism of the protein-protein binding
and to alter it, if necessary, one needs to know the three-
dimensional (3D) structure of the complexes. However, only
a small fraction of the existing complexes have experimen-
tally determined 3D structures. Apparently, there is a need
for developing computational methods for modeling the 3D
structures of protein complexes; and development of such
techniques will benefit from studies revealing basic charac-
teristics of known 3D structures of protein complexes. Cur-
rently the complex structures are predicted by docking (1)
and binding simulations (2) by fitting to electron microscopy
data (3) or by threading (4). Using a scoring function based
on statistically delivered pairing propensities, Sali and co-
workers (5) evaluated putative complexes made up of do-
mains that were found to be homologous to the query
sequences. Aloy and Russell (6,7) have used existing 3D
structures of protein complexes to deliver empirical poten-
tials and then used these potentials to score possible pairs
between two protein families. Recently we have shown
(P. J. Kundrotas and E. Alexov, unpublished) that even stan-
dard homology-based methodology based solely on se-
quence information is capable of producing models with a
high rate of correctly predicted interfacial residues. However
in many cases the same pair of sequences with unknown
structures (query sequences) produces several models, and
tools are needed to evaluate and rank these models.
The protein-protein complexes with experimentally avail-
able 3D structures and their interfaces were studied either
statistically or energetically. Statistical properties of the pro-
tein interfaces have been analyzed extensively, and obtained
results were used to predict binding interfaces (9–11).
Protein-protein interfaces were also predicted by Rost and
co-workers using a local sequence (12). Two sets of transient
protein-protein dimers, 16 transient homo- and 23 hetero-
dimers, were statistically studied in Nooren and Thornton
(13) and it was found that transient heterodimers tend to have
larger interface areas compared to that of homodimers, but
no significant differences were revealed for other parameters,
such as interface polarity, hydrophobicity, planarity, contacts
net, etc. In another study, the amino acid composition and
pairing frequencies were shown to be different for six dif-
ferent types of interfaces (12).
The role of electrostatic interactions on the protein-protein
association was also broadly studied, and it was shown (see,
e.g., Hu et al. (14) and references therein) that electrostatic
interactions play a more important role in the protein binding
than they do in folding. It was found experimentally (15,16)
and computationally (17) that most of the polar and charged
residues on the protein-protein interfaces are ‘‘hot spots’’,
i.e., their replacement with alanine residue critically affects
protein-binding affinity. It was shown that redesigning charged
interfacial residues results in a complex with better affinity
(18,19). Charge complementarity appears to also be an im-
portant factor affecting the binding affinity as it was dem-
onstrated in the case of the barnase-barstar complex (20,21).
Recent experimental studies (22) of the complex TEM1-b-
lactamase have demonstrated that the interface between
proteins is built by modules, with main interfacial interac-
tions being within the module and with only a few inter-
actions between different modules. The role of electrostatic
interactions in formation of protein-protein interfaces was
thoroughly studied in Sheinerman and Honig (23) using the
set of four proteins, and it was concluded that relative
the contributions of electrostatic and hydrophobic forces to
the binding depends on the interfacial area. One of the largest
series of works devoted to computation of electrostatic
properties for different groups of complexes is that by
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McCammon and co-workers (24–29). In an earlier review
(25) the role of salt bridges across the complex interfaces has
been scrutinized. In the following works, the electrostatic
calculations were performed for the binding of antibiotics to
a small ribosome unit (26) for the enzyme active sites (27),
for the kinase-ligand binding (28), and for the protein kinase
systems (29). One of the findings in those works was that
interfacial acidic residues in enzyme active sites are the pro-
ton donors and consequently have their pKa values shifted
toward neutral or sometimes even toward the basic pH
region.
Formation of a complex may change the pKa values of
titratable residues in respect to the pKas in the unbound
monomers, especially if these residues are located within the
interface of the complex. These pKa shifts can be used as an
indicator of electrostatic energy contribution of a particular
residue to the monomer’s binding. For instance, an acidic res-
idue, which has its pKa shifted upon the complex formation
toward acidic pHs (negative pKa shift), stabilizes the com-
plex as compared to the complex with this residue replaced
by a noncharged (e.g., Ala) group. A basic group has the
same stabilizing effect if its pKa value shifts upon the com-
plex formation toward basic pHs (positive pKa shift). How-
ever, the contribution of the pairwise electrostatic interactions
to the complex formation cannot be estimated from the total
pKa shift alone. The total pKa shift consists of two major
energy components: the desolvation penalty and the pairwise
interactions across the interface. Since the desolvation penalty
is always unfavorable, the total pKa shift reflects how well
electrostatic interactions compensate for the burial of inter-
facial charges caused by the complex formation.
A primary focus of our work is on electrostatic energies
and statistics of pKa shifts in protein-protein complexes. We
take advantage of a recently developed database of protein-
protein complexes (ProtCom) (P. J. Kundrotas and E. Alexov,
unpublished), which, after applying some selection rules,
provided us with a set of 37 protein-protein complexes. Such
a number of complexes is large enough for statistical studies
and at the same time computationally tractable for full-scale
calculations of the electrostatic energies and pKa values of
ionizable groups. We aimed at revealing the correlations in
the interfacial and macroscopic properties which than can be
further used for evaluation and ranking of the putative mod-
els obtained in homology-based prediction of the 3D struc-
tures of protein complexes.
METHODS
Protein-protein complexes used in the study
We extracted the set of protein-protein complexes from the previously
developed ProtCom database (www.ces.clemson.edu/compbio/protcom).
The detailed description of the database will be published elsewhere
(P. J. Kundrotas and E. Alexov, unpublished) and here we mention only
that it contains 251 two-chain complexes and 708 two-domain structures with
experimentally determined 3D structures. Any sequence of the database
entries has,95% identity to any other sequence therein. In this studywe used
only the structures of protein-protein complexes. For the sake of computa-
tional efficiencywe have chosen only complexeswith bothmonomers having
between 100 and 200 amino acids. This resulted in 37 complexes with diverse
functions (see Table 1), which include 9 antibody-antigen complexes, 8
enzyme-inhibitors structures, 5 transport proteins, and 12 other ensembles
like binding complexes, receptors, etc.
Electrostatic calculations
The pH dependence of the stability of the complexes and their monomers
was calculated using the formula (31)
DGðpH1Þ ¼ 2:3RT
Z pH1
pH0
DQðpHÞ dðpHÞ; (1)
where DQ(pH) ¼ Qf(pH)  Qu(pH) is the difference between molecule net
charges in folded,Qf(pH), and unfolded,Qu(pH), states,R is the universal gas
constant, and T is the temperature (in K). The unfolded state of the proteins
was modeled in this study as a chain of noninteracting residues, and we
calculated the net charge of unfolded protein molecules using the Henderson-
Hasselbalch equation
QuðpHÞ ¼ +
N
i¼1
10
2:3yðiÞðpHpKaðiÞÞ
11 102:3yðiÞðpHpKaðiÞÞ
(2)
with the set of the standard pKa values for the titratable amino acids (32).
In Eq. 2, y(i) is 11 for basic groups and 1 for acidic groups, and the
summation runs over all N titratable residues. Since in this work we will
compare the electrostatic properties of the complexes and the monomers,
which have the same unfolded states, the model of the unfolded state is not
crucial.
The charge of the folded state, Qf(pH), and the pKa values and their
components (desolvation penalty and interactions with other charges) for
ionizable groups were calculated by means of the multi-conformation
continuum electrostatics (MCCE) method as previously described (32–34)
(URL: www.sci.ccny.cuny.edu/;mcce/). Calculations were performed for
all 37 selected complexes for the entire complex and for each of the mono-
mers. The structures of the monomers were kept as they are in the complex,
i.e., no conformational changes during the complex formation were con-
sidered in this study. The internal dielectric constant of proteinmoietywas set
to 4 and the ionic strengthwas 0.15M.The calculationswere carried out in the
pH interval from 0 to 14.
The main implication of Eq. 1 for our study is that it is possible to
determine the pH value at which DG has a minimum (the pH of maximal
stability (35) or optimum pH) solely from the DQ(pH) dependence. Indeed,
DG(pH) has a minimum at the pH value where DQ(pH) crosses zero. In most
cases, the DQ(pH) is a monotonic function and crosses the zero point only at
a particular pH. Nevertheless, in some cases, DQ(pH) crosses the zero line
more than once, which results in several local DG(pH) minima. In such cases
optimum pH corresponds to the pH where DG(pH) has a global minimum.
The pKa shifts are conveniently reported in pH units, and the energies of
interactions are given in kcal/mol. The conversion coefficient between pH
units and kcal/mol is 1.36 at room temperature.
Calculations of interfacial properties
In this study we define that two residues are on the complex interface
(contacting residues) if they belong to differentmonomers and the distance (in
the complex) between their closest atoms is less than the sum of cor-
responding van der Waals radii plus the size of one water molecule. Defining
interfacial residues in such a way produces a residue list that may be larger
compared to a list produced using change in solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) of a residue upon complex formation. We argue, however, that
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distance criteria are better in recovering interfacial residues, since a SASA-
based definition can miss many buried residues that are close to the complex
interface and therefore canmake contacts with a residue in another monomer.
The interface area, SI, was calculated as the difference in the gross SASA
of the monomers, SA1 SB (hereafter we denote the larger monomer as A and
the smaller one as B) and the SASA of the complex, SAB:
SI ¼ 1
2
ðSA1 SB  SABÞ: (3)
The SASAs were calculated by means of the SURFV program (36)
developed in the Honig lab (URL: trantor.bioc.columbia.edu) with a water
probe radius of 1.4 A˚ and with default atomic radii. The relative interfacial
area (RSI) is defined as the ratio SI/SAB.
For the statistical analysis of the pKa shift, we have defined the fraction of
interfacial residues of specific type Z with a particular property Y:
n
Z
I ðYÞ ¼
N
Z
I ðYÞ
N
Z
I
; (4)
where NZI ðYÞ is the number of interfacial groups of type Z having a property
Y and NZI specifies the total number of interfacial residues of type Z. The
property Y stands for the type of the pKa shift (large, small, positive, or
negative) and Z stands for acidic (Glu plus Asp residues) or His residues. For
this quantity we considered only entire complexes, and hence both the nu-
merator and denominator in Eq. 4 reflect the total number of interfacial
acidic residues in the entire complex.
We have also used the relative density of residues with a certain property
defined as
nrelðYÞ ¼ NIðYÞ
SI
(5)
with the NI(Y) being the total number of interfacial residues having the
property Y, which in this case stands for the type of the residue with respect
to the physical chemical classification of the amino acids (hydrophobic,
Y¼H; polar, Y¼P; charged, Y¼C). Henceforth, the ‘‘macroscopic’’
quantities nrel(H), nrel(P), and nrel(C) will be referred to as hydrophobicity,
polarity, and relative charge density of the complex interfaces, respectively.
TABLE 1 Protein complexes chosen from the ProtCom database for the pH-optimum calculations
Number of groupsy
Pdb ID Title Function* Larger part Smaller part Reference
1c3a Flavocetin-A from habu snake venom O 135 125 (45)
1c40 Bar-headed goose hemoglobin T 146 141 (46)
1doa GTP-binding protein CDC42 in complex with RHOGDI O 200 190 (47)
1ds6 RAC-RHOGDI complex O 181 179 (48)
1f3v Complex N-terminal domain of TRADD/TRAFF domain of TRAF2 O 164 158 (49)
1fgv FV fragment of anti-CD18 antibody H52 A 120 107 (50)
1jat MMS2/UBC13 ubiquitin conjugating complex E 152 132 (51)
1of5 MEX67-MTR2 complex T 154 128 (52)
1ow3 RHOA.GDP.MGF3 in complex with RHOGAP E 196 179 (52)
1p4i SCFV against peptide GCN4 A 112 110 (53)
1sq2 Nurse shark antigen receptor variable domain in complex with lysozyme A 129 112 (54)
1th8 Bacillus anti-s factor SpoIIAB in complex with anti-anti-s SpoIIAA E 132 115 (55)
1tnr Tumor necrosis factor R55 complexed with tumor necrosis factor-b O 144 139 (56)
1tx4 RHO/RHOGAP/GDP.AL F4 complex O 196 174 (57)
1us8 RAD50 signature motif E 140 129 (58)
1v1p SSL from Staphylococcus Aureus A 191 191 (59)
1veu P14/MP1 complex E 119 118 (60)
1vfa FV fragment of mouse monoclonal antibody D1.3 A 116 108 (61)
1wmu Hemoglobin D from the aldabra giant tortoise T 146 141 (62)
1x2w APO-HABU IX-BP O 129 123 (63)
1xex SMC protein O 166 161 (64)
1xfp CAB-Lys3 in complex with hen egg white lysozyme A 131 129 (65)
1xxw Heterodimer of phospholipase A2 from Naja sattifera E 119 119 (66)
1y75 Catalytically inactive phospholipase A2 E 118 118 (67)
1ycs P53-53BP2 complex O 193 191 (68)
1z92 Interleukin-2 with its a receptor O 123 121 (69)
1zbd G-protein RAB3A complexed with the effector domain of RABPHILIN-3A O 171 119 (70)
1zbx ORC1P-SIR1P complex O 197 121 (71)
1zhi Complex of the S. Cerevisiae ORC1 and SIR1 interacting domains O 195 125 (72)
2a5g Cholera toxin A1 subunit bound to ARF6(Q67L) E 185 162 (73)
2b59 The type II cohesion dockerin complex O 166 156 (74)
2bfv Monoclonal antibody fragment FV4155 from E. Coli. A 119 112 (75)
2bjm SPE7: Anthrome complex A 120 110 (76)
2dlf FV fragment from antidansyl switch variant antibody IGG2A(S) O 120 113 (77)
2mhb Hemoglobin, horse, aquo met T 146 141 (78)
2ngr Transition state complex for GTP hydrolysis by CDC42 O 196 191 (79)
3hhb Hemoglobin (deoxy) T 146 141 (80)
*Abbreviations for protein functions: A, antibody-antigen; E, enzyme-inhibitor; T, transport; O, others.
yNumbers of groups were determined as numbers of Ca atoms for the corresponding complex components in the ATOM section of pdb files.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Statistical analysis of the interfacial residues
Since our data set comprises a limited number of proteins, we
first addressed the issue of how representative this set is
compared to the universe of all proteins. For this purpose, we
calculated occurrence frequencies for all 20 types of amino
acids in the data set. Then we compared these frequencies to
the ‘‘background’’ frequencies for all known proteins in the
SWISS-PROT sequence database (as of February 2006). It
was found (see supplementary materials) that the amino acid
composition of the complexes studied in this work does not
differ statistically from the background distribution and
therefore our data set can be considered a representative one.
In addition, we studied the frequencies of interfacial res-
idues. We found that the occurrence frequencies on the com-
plex interfaces donot differ considerably from the compositions
of both entire complexes and of all known proteins. Several
hydrophobic (alanine, valine, and leucine) and polar (threo-
nine) groups are underrepresented in our protein set, whereas
other polar (tyrosine, asparagine, and tryptophan) groups and
glycine are overrepresented. A similar conclusion was reached
in Lu et al. (37) on a much larger set of dimers (768 entries)
that includes also homodimers and interfaces created from
the multi-chain entries in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The
absolute numbers and trends for interfacial residues being
under- or overrepresented (except for tryptophane and gly-
cine) are very similar to those observed in this work. The
similar values for occurrence frequencies of interfacial resi-
dues were also reported in Glaser et al. (38) on the nonre-
dundant set of 621protein-protein interfaces.Overrepresentation
of the tyrosine residue was also observed in the work (14).
However a different conclusion was reached in the study by
Ofran and Rost (12) where six types of protein-protein in-
terfaces were analyzed for the set of 1812 pdb structures. For
that set of proteins, the residue composition on all types of
interface (including interfaces of heterocomplexes which cor-
respond to the interface type in our protein set) differ con-
siderably from the ‘‘background’’ frequencies for a majority
of the amino acids, which most likely is related to a different
way of defining interfacial residues.
Statistics over pKa shifts
We performed the MCCE calculations for each of our 37
complexes and for each component of each complex sepa-
rately. The primary goal of this study is to investigate the role
of electrostatics on the complex formation. It is convenient for
this purpose to study the shifts of pKa values of residues on
interfaces of complexes or, in otherwords, tomeasure how the
ionization energy of the interfacial residues change upon com-
plex formation. We left out of our considerations the lysine
and arginine groups since they usually have pKa values in the
very basic pH region far away from physiological pH range
where association/dissociation of the complexes takes place.
Basic histidine residues can have their pKa values in the pH
region of complex formation and therefore they are included
in our consideration. However, the frequency of occurrence
for histidine residues is low (;3.5%) compared to the aspartic
and glutamic acids (;7%) and thus one should keep in mind
that tendencies observed for histidine residues, which will be
discussed below, could be statistically not very reliable.
As a measure of ‘‘macroscopic’’ influence of charge-
charge interactions on complex formation, it is tempting to
study an average shift of pKa values for a certain protein
defined as
ÆDpKZa æ ¼
1
N
Z
I
+
i
DpK
Z
a ðiÞ; (6)
whereDpKZa ðiÞ is the pKa shift for the ith interfacial residue of
type Z and summation runs over allNZI interfacial groups. The
data plotted in Fig. 1 show a slight tendency for the increase of
the relative polarity and charge density of the interfaces to
induce predominantly positive pKa shifts for both acidic and
histidine residues. Another, the most pronounced, effect ob-
served in Fig. 1 is that that the majority of the proteins have
negative ÆDpKZa æ. For the interfacial acidic groups, negative
ÆDpKZa æ values were observed for 24 complexes among the
total 37 studied complexes, resulting in 65% of the cases. This
FIGURE 1 Average pKa shifts (Eq. 6) for acidic (open circles) and histidine
(solid triangles) interfacial residues of protein complexes in Table 1 plotted
versus polarity (panel A) and relative charge density (panel B) of interfaces.
Solid gray lines in all panels show zero level and are guides for the eye.
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tendency is even more pronounced for the histidine residues.
Out of 21 complexes with histidine residue at the interface, 16
have negative ÆDpKZa æ, which is 76% of the cases. This brings
forward a conclusion that acidic groups have on average a
stabilizing effect on the complex formation, whereas histi-
dines tend to have an unfavorable contribution (the same sign
of ÆDpKZa æ for the acidic and for the histidine groups means an
opposite effect).
When a complex is formed, the total pKa shift, DpKa, for a
residue includes several components, two of them being the
most important for the complex formation. First is the desol-
vation penalty, DpKsol, due to the removal of favorable in-
teractions with water molecules (DpKsol . 0). The second
major component in DpKa stems from the charge-charge
interactions mostly across the interface and usually has an
opposite sign compared to DpKsol. Interplay of those com-
ponents results in either stabilizing (DpKa, 0) or destabiliz-
ing (DpKa . 0) electrostatic contribution of an interfacial
group to the complex formation. Panel A in Fig. 2 shows the
distribution of positive and negative pKa shifts for the acidic
groups of the considered proteins. As seen, the vast majority
(;80%) of the interfacial acidic groups have a total stabilizing
contribution into association of the complex. Still ;20% of
the groups have a destabilizing contribution. Due to the rel-
atively small number of interfacial histidines in our data set
(52 histidines, compared to the 253 interfacial acidic residues),
we did not plot the same general plots as in Fig. 2 for
histidines, but some general tendencies for individual histi-
dine residues will be discussed below.
Thus, for assessing the total electrostatic contribution for a
whole complex, an analysis of the pKa shifts with respect to
their magnitude is needed. In this study we defined the pKa
shift as small if jpKaj, 1 and large if jpKaj. 1 and analyzed
the distributions for small and large pKa shifts (Fig. 2 B). The
distribution of the large pKa shift peaks at 50%, whereas the
distribution of small pKa shift results in a broad maximum
ranging from 20% to 50%. The finding that 50% of inter-
facial acidic groups have their pKas shifted by more than one
pH unit indicates that individual charged groups, in princi-
ple, can contribute noticeably into the protein binding, al-
though their total contribution is anticipated to be rather
small compared to the contribution of the hydrophobic
effect, for instance.
Origin of the pKa shifts upon complex formation
For detailed analysis we compare the energy components of
the pKa shifts for interfacial acidic and histidine residues. We
noticed that large pKa shifts stem from three distinct sit-
uations. A residue can form favorable interaction(s) with
opposite charged residues belonging to the other complex
component. The energy of such interactions may be much
stronger than the energy loss due to the desolvation penalty
upon complex formation. A spectacular example of such
a situation is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where a fragment of
interface between two chains of protein flavocetin-A from
habu snake venom (protein pdb ID 1c3a) is shown. Asp-087
residing on the loop in chain A enters upon the complex
formation into a pocket formed by three positively charged
histidines. The distances between the nitrogen atoms of these
histidines and the oxygens of the aspartic acid is quite large for
strong interactions, but this pocket is capable of ‘‘guiding’’
the aspartic acid toward the Lys-322 of chain B, withwhich the
salt bridge is formed. In a hypothetical monomeric state, the
pKa value of the Asp-087 residue is calculated to be only
slightly perturbed from the standard pKa value. This residue is
preburied (DpKsol ¼ 1.27), but this shift is almost compen-
FIGURE 2 Counts of fractions of interfacial acidic groups with positive
and negative pKa shifts (panel A) and with small and large pKa shifts (panel
B) in the protein set from Table 1.
FIGURE 3 Fragment of interfacial structure for the flavocetin-A from
habu snake venom (protein pdb ID 1c3a). The backbone of chain A is shown
in cyan, and the backbone of chain B is drawn in yellow. Side chains of the
amino acids contributing to favorable electrostatic interactions are presented
as their ball-and-stick models with residues’ names and numbers shown next
to them. Arrows mark closest oxygen-nitrogen pairs of these residues with
numbers displaying distances in angstroms.
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sated for by the formation of the hydrogen bond with
the neighboring Ser-089 residue (DpKpol ¼ 1.64). In the
complex the degree of burial for this residue remains almost
the same as in the hypothetical ‘‘free’’ state, resulting almost
to the same desolvation energyDpKsol¼ 1.09.However in the
complex, the Asp-089 residue has a pKa value of1.13, i.e.,
at all physiologically relevant pHs this residue remains
charged. This large shift originates from the favorable
interactions formed with the His-214 (energy of interaction
is 1.2 kcal/mol), His-240 (3.0 kcal/mol), His-245 (2.4
kcal/mol), and Lys-322 (3.0 kcal/mol) residues. The
‘‘mirror’’ situation (when chains A and B change places) is
almost the same except that two out of three ‘‘pocket’’
histidine residues are replaced by tyrosine and glutamic acid
and the interactions with these residues are of hydrogen-bond
origin rather than pure charge-charge interactions. Hereafter
we will refer to a residue which participates in favorable
interactions across the complex interface and does not pay a
large desolvation penalty upon complex formation as the
I-type residue.Such a casewas previously analyzed (20,21,23),
and it was shown that ‘‘preburied’’ residues may favor the
binding.
Another situation is shown in Fig. 4 for the complex
between the origin recognition subunit and regulatory pro-
tein SIR1 (PDB ID 1zbx). The residue Asp-503B exhibits a
large pKa shift (from 5.46 in the ‘‘free’’ state down to 0.27
in the bound state) upon complex formation too, but the
origin of this shift is qualitatively different. The Asp-503B
residue even in the ‘‘free’’ state is highly buried (DpKsol ¼
5.46) by the hydrophobic surrounding (Leu-520B, Phe-
494B, Ile-510B) and has the potential to form a strong salt
bridge with the Arg-493B residue. However the Arg-493B
residue is fully exposed to the solvent and has large con-
formational flexibility. MCCE has detected five possible
conformations for this residue and all of them have a
considerable population at physiological pH. Therefore the
average energy of the Asp-503B-Arg-493B interaction
is only ;3.5 kcal/mol. Such a relatively low value and
few favorable interactions with other permanent charges
(DpKpol ¼ 1.64) give rise to the almost unperturbed pKa
value for the Asp-503B residue in the ‘‘free’’ state. How-
ever, the presence of the other chain in the complex reduces
greatly the conformational flexibility of the Arg-493B resi-
due, ‘‘pushing’’ it close toAsp-503B.Nowonly twoArg-493B
conformations are populated at the physiological pH and the
average energy of interactions is now ;13 kcal/mol. The
desolvation penalty and the interaction with the permanent
charges do not differ considerably for the bounded state
(DpKsol¼ 5.16 and DpKpol¼2.62) thereby resulting in the
large pKa shift for the Asp-503B residue upon the complex
formation. Note that the increase of the interactions with the
neighboring partner results also from the change of the di-
electric boundary since the interface is buried in the complex.
Hereafter we will refer to a residue which strengthens its
existing interactions upon complex formation as the S-type
residue. The role of intramolecular interactions to binding
affinity has been previously discussed in Sims et al. (29) for
the protein kinase systems, and it was concluded that such
interactions can in some cases play a crucial role in the
protein-ligand recognition process.
Finally, there are many residues on the interfaces which do
not participate in the strong interactions with other charged
residues either within the same chain or across the interface.
Their pKa shifts upon complex formation originate from
small changes in desolvation penalties along with changes in
many weak (,1 kcal/mol) interactions with the charged and
polar groups. We called such residues the 0-residues.
Note that the two examples discussed above are for the
acidic residues, but the same pairwise interactionmechanisms
are, in general, valid for the histidines as well. Thus, we
applied the above classification scheme (I-, S-, and 0-type
residues) also for the histidines.
Distribution of different types of
interfacial residues
Fig. 5 shows distributions of the pKa shifts for all interfacial
acidic residues and for each residue type described above.
Without the residue categorization the distribution has an
almost symmetrical bell-like shape with the center around
zero shifts (Fig. 5 A). Categorized distributions reveal that
I-type residues tend to have negative pKa shifts (Fig. 5B). The
same tendency, though not so clearly pronounced, is observed
for the S-type residues (see Fig. 5 C). The 0-residues,
FIGURE 4 Fragment of interfacial structure for complex between origin
recognition subunit 1 and regulatory protein SIR1 (protein pdb ID 1zbx).
The backbone of chain A is shown in cyan, and the backbone of chain B is
drawn in yellow. Side chains of the amino acids directly or indirectly
contributing into electrostatic interactions are presented as their ball-and-
stick models with residues names and numbers shown next to them. Arrow
marks closest oxygen-nitrogen pair with number displaying distance in
angstroms.
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however, tend to have positive pKa shifts as demonstrated in
Fig. 5D. Note that for some 0-residues the resulting pKa shift
can be large, up to 6 pH units, but this is due to the large
number of small contributions rather than to strong interac-
tions. Thus, if a charged acidic interfacial residue participates
in strong charge-charge interaction (I- or S-type), a favorable
increase of these interactions would outweigh an unfavorable
increase in the desolvation penalty or, in other words, there
will be a total stabilizing effect of electrostatic interactions on
the complex formation. However, the residue should be
‘‘preburied’’, as indicated by other studies in the field (39,40).
If there are no strong charge-charge interactions (0-type acidic
residues), then an unfavorable increase in the desolvation
penalty in most of the cases would prevail, and the gross
contribution of electrostatic interactions into complex binding
would be destabilizing.
Due to the small number of interfacial histidine we did not
present the results graphically, but some general tendencies
have been observed for histidines as well. There are nearly
equal amounts of all three types of histidine residues (17 of
the I-type, 15 of the S-type, and 20 of the 0-type). Also,
almost equal portions of the histidine residues have either
small total electrostatic effect on the complex formations (24
histidines with jDpKaj ,1) or a large destabilizing contri-
bution (25 residues with DpKa , 1). Only three histidines
have large stabilizing contributions (DpKa . 1) into the
complex binding (all three are of the I-type). The same
asymmetry holds for the I-, S-, and 0-type residues separately
(e.g., nine of the S-type histidines have jDpKaj , 1, six
residues display DpKa , 1, and no residues possess
DpKa . 1). Note that most of the pairwise interactions
involving interfacial histidine residues contribute favorable
to complex formation, as discussed above for the acidic
residues. However, in the majority of the cases the prevailing
effect for the histidines is increase of residue burial upon
complex formation. This effect outweighs the increase in
favorable pairwise interactions, and the resulting electro-
static effect is unfavorable, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.
In accordance with the findings of Nielsen andMcCammon
(41), we have also observed on the interfaces of enzyme-
inhibitor complexes aspartic and glutamic acids that exhibit
unusually large positive pKa shifts upon complex formation.
For example, Glu-016A of the 1th8 complex has a pKa of
15.0 (6.5); Asp-822A of the 1us8 complex shows a pKa of
7.2 (4.5); Asp-075A of the 1veu complex has a pKa of 10.3
(3.3); and Asp-024A and Asp-024B of the 1xxw complex
possess a pKa of 7.9 (3.9) and 11.09 (4.1), respectively (pKa
values are given here for both the bounded and the free (in
parentheses) states). It is interesting to note that we observed
this kind of behavior for other types of complexes in our data
set as well. For instance, Glu-385A and Asp-463A of the
1of5 complex also exhibit a large positive pKa shift from 3.9
and 2.2 in the ‘‘free’’ state up to 8.5 and 7.2 in the bounded
state, respectively.
The analysis of the complexes in our data set revealed three
types of interfaces: a), interfaces with 0- and S-type groups,
b), interfaces with 0- and I-type groups, and c), interfaces with
all three types of residues presented on the interfaces. In this
context it is interesting to correlate the presence of the S- and
I-type groups with the functions of the proteins in the data
set. Table 2 displays such a correlation with respect to the four
groups of functions in our data set. Note that the antibody-
antigen complexes do not have any preference in residue type
whereas enzyme-inhibitor complexes tend to have at least
one I-type residue and transport proteins are inclined to
have at least one S-type residue. Other (including signaling,
FIGURE 5 Distributions of pKa shifts for acidic groups
in protein complexes from Table 1. Panel A displays the
distribution for all interfacial acidic groups, and panels B,
C, and D show the distributions for I-, S-, and 0-type
residues (for the definitions, see the text).
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DNA-binding, etc.) complexes tend to have both I- and
S-type interfacial residues but ‘‘dislike’’ interfaces with the
0-residues only.
pH dependence of the net charge for complexes
and their components
Most proteins have maximal stability at a particular pH
(optimum pH). It was demonstrated earlier (35) that optimum
pH can be determined by finding the pH value at which a
protein has a minimum in the free energy of folding or where
the difference, DQ, in the net charges of the folded and un-
folded state is zero (see Eq. 1). We have obtained theDQ(pH)
dependency for each of the complexes in our data set and for
each monomer separately. Two typical sets of calculation
results are shown in Fig. 6 for two protein complexes, one of
them being the 1c3a dimer with the I-type interfacial group
demonstrated in Fig. 3, whereas another example is for the
1zbx complex with the S-type group displayed in Fig. 4.
As seen, the difference in electrostatic interactions of the
interfacial acidic groups for these two proteins is not reflected
in the DQ(pH) dependence. In both cases one can clearly see
three distinguishable pH regions. In the first one, in the acidic
pH range, DQ , 0 (proton release) and has a minimum
corresponding to the titration of acidic groupswith pKa values
lower than standard pKa values. The third region, at very basic
pHs where DQ. 0 (proton uptake) and has maximum is due
to the titration of arginine and lysine groups with ‘‘normally’’
perturbed pKa values (pKa in the folded state is larger than pKa
in the unfolded state).
The most interesting region (the second region) is at the
intermediate pH range, where titration of histidine groups
along with acidic and basic groups with unusual pKa shifts
takes place. This region is the most interesting since many
proteins function here. Optimum pH is usually at the border
between the first and second regions (see Fig. 6, for example)
but sometimes might be shifted toward basic pH values when,
for instance, there are several groups with ‘‘abnormal’’ pKa
shifts (toward acidic pH for basic groups and toward basic
pHs for the acidic groups). It should be noted, however, that
DQ values in this pH region are often determined by titration
of residues with their pKa values spread sometimes uniformly
over thewhole region (contrary to the acidic and basic regions
where pKa values usually tend to be grouped). Therefore this
region is sensitive to numerical instabilities, and statistical
noise of the algorithm and analysis of the data in this region
may not be trivial.
TABLE 2 Correlation between protein function and type of
acidic residues on the complex interface
Number of proteins in the set
Function
of protein
Total with
given
function
With at least
one I-type
group
With only
S-type
groups
With only
0-type
groups
Antibody-antigen 9 2 3 4
Enzyme-inhibitor 8 7 0 1
Transport 5 0 5 0
Others 15 10 5 0
FIGURE 6 pH-dependence of difference between charges
in folded and unfolded states, DQ, for flavocetin-A from
habu snake venom (protein pdb ID 1c3a, panels A–C) and
for the complex between origin recognition subunit 1 and
regulatory protein SIR1 (protein pdb ID 1zbx, panels D–F).
Panels A and D show the DQ (pH) function for the whole
complex, and panels B and E (C and F) display this
dependence for the larger (smaller) part of the complex.
Solid black lines are guides for the eye and solid gray lines
represent the DQ ¼ 0 level.
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Correlation between optimum pH values of the
complexes and their components
To achieve the main goal of this study, namely to investigate
possibilities of using electrostatic properties for evaluation of
structural models, we have analyzed how the optimum pH of
the complex is correlated with the optimum pH of the com-
ponents and how the pH of the components are correlated
between themselves. The optimum pH was calculated as
discussed above. The results ofMCCE calculations are shown
in Fig. 7 for 31 proteins. The remaining six proteins do not
exhibit clearly pronounced DQ(pH) dependence (which
indicates that titratable residues are not involved in strong
interactions) and therefore were left out of the figure. As seen,
most of the points are located close to the y ¼ x straight line,
which indicates that optimum pH values of the complex tend
to be close to optimum pH values of the monomers. There are
several exceptions with the two most prominent (1tx4 and
1ycs) labeled in Fig. 7 and discussed in detail below.
Our calculations indicate that the components of the 1tx4
complex (a complex between GTPASE-activating protein
RHOGAP and transforming protein RHOA, which functions
as a regulator of phosphorylation pathways) have very distinct
optimumpHvalues. For the largermonomer (RHOGAP), this
value is in the basic region (pH optimum¼ 10.0), whereas the
smaller component (RHOA) has optimum pH in the acidic
region (pH optimum ¼ 4.5). For the entire complex it was
difficult to determine optimum pH unambiguously since DQ
was close to zero in the wide pH region (5–10), and in Fig. 7
we report the lowest pH where DQ crosses the zero line. For
another ‘‘offbeat’’ complex, the DNA-binding complex P53-
53BP2 (pdb ID 1ycs), the situation is the opposite. The larger
component has optimum pH in the acidic pH range (optimum
pH 3.8), whereas the smaller component shows optimum pH
in the basic region (optimum pH 10.0). Similarly it was
difficult to determine optimum pH for the entire complex due
to theDQ proximity to zero in the wide pH region (in this case
even with multiple zero crossings; and the first crossing is
reported in Fig. 7). In both complexes the ‘‘basic’’ value of the
optimum pHwas caused by several histidines with pKa values
shifted to the acidic region (His-115A, pKa 3.6; His-140A,
pKa 4.04 for 1tx4 and His-365B, pKa 2.96; His-398B, pKa
0.23 for 1ycs).
Interfacial acidic residues in both complexes participate in
strong S- or I-type interactions, but pKa shifts for these
residues either tend to compensate for each other (1tx4) or are
not large (1ycs). Therefore, theDQ(pH) for the entire complex
only slightly shifts toward zero compared to the DQ(pH) for
the ‘‘basic’’ component.However, such a shift is large enough
to introduce a statistical uncertainty in determination of opti-
mum pH for the whole complex. Remarkably, those two com-
plexes have large asymmetry in the composition of interfacial
titratable residues. The larger part of the 1tx4 complex has
only one acidic and six basic residues on the interface, where-
as for the smaller component the situation is the opposite
(eight acidic and three basic residues). For the 1ycs complex
the interface contains only nine acidic and no basic residues
for the larger part and two acidic and six basic groups for the
smaller part. For other protein complexes in the set there was
no such clear asymmetry observed. However, this asymmetry
is not so clearly pronounced when the residual composition is
considered for the whole sequence of monomers. The A
components contain in total 19 and 35 acidic along with 14
and 11 basic groups for the 1tx4 and 1ycs complexes,
correspondingly, whereas the B components possess 30 and
19 acidic and 24 and 22 basic groups. At this stage we could
not draw definite conclusions on whether the asymmetry in
the interface composition is related to the large discrepancy in
the optimum pH values for the complex and monomers or
could be simply an artifact of our methodology.
Acidic, basic, and neutral optimum pH values
The values for optimum pH are clearly clustered in the three
pH regions, acidic, basic, and neutral (see Fig. 7). Table 3
shows the number of proteins in the data set within a given
functional group having an optimum pH within a certain pH
region. As seen, there is a weak correlation between function
and the pH region of the optimum pH. Antibody-antigen
complexes are almost uniformly spread over the whole pH
interval; the enzyme-inhibitor complexes have a weak ten-
dency to have an optimum pH in the neutral range; transport
proteins are leaning to the basic pH region, and other com-
plexes have a propensity for the neutral pH region. A more
FIGURE 7 pH optimum of the components k of complexes in Table
1 plotted versus pH optimum of the components m of the complexes.
Different symbols correspond to the different k and m combinations. Thick
gray line is the function f(x) ¼ x and the correlation coefficients, R, with
respect to that function for different k and m combinations are also displayed
in the legend. Gray labels at points denote pdb IDs for two ‘‘offset’’ proteins
discussed in the text. In the case of coinciding points, the 1ycs label
corresponds to the circle, and the 1tx4 label belongs to the diamond.
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pronounced correlation is observed between the pH region of
the optimum pH and type of interfacial residues (Table 4).
Complexes having acidic and basic optimum pH tend to have
at least one I-type group, whereas complexes having neutral
optimum pH tend to form interfaces with either S-type groups
or with I-type groups. As also seen from Table 4, there are
only a few proteins in our data set with only 0-type interfacial
groups and most of them belong to the complexes which do
not exhibit pH dependence of DQ. Finally, Table 5 displays
relationships between the region of the optimum pH and the
ratio of the acidic and basic groups in the components A and
B, defined in the following manner:
RAðBÞ ¼
N
acidic
AðBÞ
N
basic
AðBÞ
; (7)
whereN
acidicðbasicÞ
AðBÞ is the number of the acidic (basic) groups in
the component A(B) of the complex. We grouped the RA(B)
values into the three regions: .1, ,1, and ; ¼ 1 (tolerance
level here was 61 residue). Not surprisingly, most proteins
with the acidic optimum pH have at least one component with
prevailing acidic groups. Interestingly most proteins with
neutral optimum pH also have a tendency to have one
component being acidic.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied statistical and electrostatic properties of the
interfaces for a set of 37 complexes extracted from our
previously developed database of protein-protein complexes.
It was found that residue composition on the interfaces sta-
tistically differs from the composition on the entire surface of
the components. Although the charged and polar residues
tend to be in abundance and the hydrophobic residues are
underrepresented on the whole surface, the frequencies of
occurrence for the interfacial residues do not differ much from
the ‘‘background’’ frequencies for the whole body of the
protein universe. Thus, finding surface patches with residual
composition not different from the ‘‘background’’ frequen-
cies of occurrence may hint where the putative interface of a
model complex is likely to be located. Effectively this means
finding interfacial patches with higher hydrophobicity than
normal, an approach that is originally taken by Abagyan and
co-workers (42,43).
The interplay between electrostatic and hydrophobic inter-
action results in a tendency, observed previously by Honig
and co-workers, for larger interfacial areas to be more hydro-
phobic whereas small interfaces are rich in charged and polar
groups. Thus, the role of electrostatics is more pronounced
within complexes with small interfaces (23).
The contribution of the individual amino acids on the bind-
ing affinity also shows a clear trend. It was found that, in a
vast majority of the cases, the average pKa shifts for acidic
residues are negative, indicating that complex formation sta-
bilizes the ionizable states. The individual pKa shifts show
the same tendency since 80% of the interfacial acidic groups
were found to lower their pKas upon complex formation. It
should be clarified that this does not necessary indicate that
these groups favor the complex formation, but their eventual
mutation to Ala may decrease the binding affinity (see Lee
and Tidor (20) and Sheinerman and Honig (23) for detailed
discussions).
The tendency observed for the interfacial histidine groups
is the opposite, i.e., the majority of the groups have a
TABLE 5 Correlation between pH-optimum and ratio of acidic and basic groups
Number of proteins in the set with given ratio of acidic and basic groups*
pH-optimum region
RA . 1
RB . 1
RA . 1
RB ; 1
RA ; 1
RB ; 1
RA . 1
y
RB , 1
RA ; 1
RB , 1
RA , 1
RB , 1
Acidic 4 (2) 5 (4) 0 (4) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (0)
Basic 0 (0) 0 (3) 1 (1) 1 (0) 1 (0) 1 (0)
Neutral 2 (0) 6 (1) 1 (3) 4 (6) 2 (5) 0 (0)
No pH dependence 1 (0) 2 (2) 1 (3) 1 (1) 1 (0) 0 (0)
*Numbers in parentheses are obtained with ratio of acidic and basic groups calculated only for interfacial residues.
yNumbers in this column include figures for RA , 1 and RB . 1.
TABLE 3 Correlation between protein function and
pH-optimum of the complex and its components
Number of proteins in the set with pH-optimum in
Function of protein
Acidic
region
Basic
region
Neutral
region
No pH
dependence
Antibody-antigen 3 1 2 3
Enzyme-inhibitor 2 0 4 2
Transport 0 1 4 0
Others 7 2 5 1
TABLE 4 Correlation between pH-optimum and type of acidic
residues on the complex interface
Number of proteins in the set
pH-optimum region
Total in
the given
pH region
With at least
one I-type
group
With only
S-type
groups
With only
0-type
groups
Acidic 12 7 4 1
Basic 4 3 1 0
Neutral 15 7 8 0
No pH dependence 6 2 1 3
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destabilizing electrostatic effect on the complex formation.
Moreover, many histidine groups were calculated to have
such low pKa values in the complex that they are predicted to
remain uncharged in any pH range where association/
dissociation of the complexes take place.
Two types of effects causing a large pKa shift at the
complex formation were identified. The first type involves a
preburied residue that establishes new favorable interactions
in the complex. This type of residue was pointed out by other
authors as a residue that may contribute to the binding
affinity (40). The second major effect is the change of the
strength of existing interactions in a monomeric state caused
by both the change of the dielectric boundary and side-chain
rearrangement upon complex formation. These two types of
effects were correlated with the function of the complexes in
the data set.
One of the most important findings is the correlation of the
optimum pH of the complex and the monomers. A formation
of a complex requires that the monomers meet in the same
compartment of the cell and thus the monomers should be
able to tolerate the conditions there, in our case the specific
pH (44) of the compartment. The resulting complex should
be able to tolerate these conditions too. We showed that the
optimum pH values of the complex tend to be the same as the
optimum pH values of the complex components. This
finding can be used in the homology-based prediction of the
3D structures of protein complexes, especially when one
needs to evaluate and rank putative models. It is more likely
for a model to be correct if both components of the model
complex and the entire complex have the same or at least
similar values of the optimum pH.
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